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welcomes you to the eleventh issue of Timber
Floors Magazine!
With interest rates on the rise again and strong
signs of customer confidence increasing, we can
all look forward to a better year in 2010. The past
15 month period has been one that many building
industry professionals have struggled through
but survived. Hopefully we can now return to the promise of increased activity
in the market place and an upturn in the building industry and specifically in
timber flooring work.
Looking forward, ATFA has many new plans for 2010 and some exciting
news with regard to our activities. To improve the overall participation in
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the convention, ATFA is appointing new event managers to make the annual
convention and exhibition a much better opportunity for members, visitors and
exhibitors. We’re also upgrading our website to a more professional image to
help send even more work your way.
Furthermore, 2010 will see a series of targeted forums held around country,
to a degree replacing the usual list of one day workshops. The US - Australian
Installation and Finishing Schools will run in March and May and a Floor
Inspection program is slated for February.
As this is the last issue before Christmas, may I take this opportunity to wish
you all a happy and healthy Christmas and New Year. Let’s make 2010 great!
Randy Flierman, CEO
Australian Timber Flooring Association
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ATFA update
New faces on the ATFA Board

recognised at the annual dinner and awards presentation at

ATFA would like welcome the association’s new president,

the convention in Brisbane during September. Robert was

Paul Kiely from Planet Timbers. Paul operates Planet

awarded ‘Outstanding Service to the Industry’ in recognition

Timbers in Western Australia and has been an ATFA board

of his huge contribution to the industry and ATFA. This award

member for the past four years. Paul brings a wealth of

has never before been awarded by the association.

experience and industry knowledge to the role and looks

Training in 2010

forward to further enhancing the activities of ATFA.

Daniel Boone and his team of world-class timber flooring

ATFA also welcomes new directors, Leon Travis from

instructors will head to Australia again next year to conduct

Boral Timber Flooring, John Elasi from Floormania and

their famous flooring schools! Timber flooring, installation,

Bob Engwirda from Hurford Hardwood. Outgoing president

sand and finish, repair and recoat school will be held in

Robert Clague remains on the board, while we thank and

Melbourne from 3 - 5 March and from 17 to 18 May 2010. The

farewell Malcolm Johnston (who has recently moved from

Advanced timber flooring installation and finish school will

Boral Timber Flooring to Hurford Hardwood) and Kendall

be held in Melbourne 19 - 21 May 2010. For more information

Waller from Premium Floors. Inaugural president Robert

on workshops to improve the skills of your team, visit the

Clague has successfully steered the ship at ATFA since the

website at www.atfa.com.au. f

organisation opened its doors on 1 July 2005 and through the
whole establishment process long before that. While Robert
will stay on the board, his contribution to the industry was

GALAXY MACHINES
buy direct from the importers

New initiatives
The ATFA board has agreed to two new initiatives
for members in 2010: product endorsement for
adhesives, coatings and moisture barriers and the
new ATFA Approved Professional Contractor system.
Under the new product endorsement system,
ATFA will endorse adhesives, coatings and moisture
barriers that fulfil the criteria set by ATFA. Users will
know that the product meets ATFA’s VOC emission
guidelines, provides full instructions on use, safety
and storage, provides online information including
MSDS access, technical advice and a list of stockists,
and complies with requirements set out in the ATFA

Elite 3 edger

Timber Flooring Manual. A full list of criteria is
available from ATFA.
Under the new ATFA approved contractor system,
8” and 12”
belt/ drum
combo sander

a new level has been included which retains the
features of the existing accreditation system and adds
a further degree of excellence aligned to potential

parts • service • leasing available

licensing in the future. So in addition to the seven tier
system ATFA has added a further level, effectively
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Northern Suburbs Timber Flooring

Synteko Pty Ltd.

Freecall: 1800 226 888

Call: 02 94068100

Email nstf@nstimberflooring.com.au

info@synteko.com.au
www.synteko.com.au

becoming level 8.
For further details on these initiatives talk to Randy
at ATFA or visit the website at www.atfa.com.au. f

Tasmanian timber workers
sweep awards
An inaugural award that identifies ‘unsung heroes’ who work in the
disability sector and recognises their dedication and commitment to the
workplace and colleagues has been awarded to employees from Hobart
based timber flooring manufacturer Oakdale Industries.
Individual award winner Martin Sherrin received his award at a ceremony in
Hobart recently in front of proud family members, colleagues, supervisors and

Whittle Waxes
The Australian
experts in
ecologically
harmonised finishes
for naturally
beautiful timber

members of the Rotary Club of Hobart – organisers and sponsors of the Rotary
Pride of Workmanship Awards.
Martin is a production worker in timber manufacturing at Oakdale Industries
which is an Australian Disability Enterprise specialising in the manufacture
of high quality Tasmanian timber flooring products. Manager John Hollis said
despite many personal challenges, Martin has developed into a positive and
committed team member.
“Martin works to direction, is very responsible within the workplace
environment and is an extremely positive and effective team member.”
John paid tribute to Oakdale Industries’ supervisory team who were
presented with a Pride of Workmanship Award – the first time the award has
been presented to a group of people in this category.
“Our supervisory team of Brett Howlett, Lyle Bedelph, Richard Daly, Steve
Watts, Michael Flanagan and David Absolom were recognised for their
contribution to the training and well-being of Oakdale Industries’ special needs
employees. They are unique in that they care for and develop the skills of our
supported employees whilst also being highly skilled in timber manufacturing.”
John himself has been recognised for his achievements and awarded the
level of Vanguard by the Australian Timber Flooring Association (ATFA). This
is the second year in a row that John has been awarded the level of Vanguard
which recognises individuals who annually provide a considerable contribution
to the timber flooring industry in Australia.
The team at Timber Floors Magazine and the ATFA Board of Directors,
congratulates Martin and his colleagues at Oakdale Industries for sweeping
the awards! Well done and all the best for 2010. f

Give us a call for a brochure pack on

1300 326 929
www.whittlewaxes.com.au
Front row (left to right) – Proud family members Kate Sherrin, Pauline Sherrin, award recipient Martin
Sherrin and his father Mike Sherrin (in red shirt on far right).
Back row (left to right) - Oakdale Industries Supervisory Team Michael Flanagan, Steven Watts,
Richard Daly, David Absolom, Brett Howlett, Lyle Bedelph (absent) and Manager John Hollis.
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Member profile:
Planet Timbers
Established 25 years ago, Planet Timbers is one of

With 40 years’ experience in the Australian timber floor

Australia’s largest timber floor and accessories suppliers

industry, Paul Kiely, a director of Planet Timbers, is one of

with six outlets in Western Australia and one in South

Australia’s most respected timber floor experts. He is the

Australia. The company also imports, exports and

current ATFA President, the Chairman of the ATFA Technical

manufactures flooring that is difficult to source or to a

Committee, an ATFA Level 7 Vanguard Member and an

specific requirement.

Accredited Inspector for ATFA.
“We constantly keep an eye on the market for future trends

Planet Timbers supplies a range of flooring and
accessories as well as strip flooring, parquetry, cork,

and methods,” says Paul. “Our staff are expertly trained in

decking, bamboo, floating floors and laminate flooring, as

timber species, installation practices and product knowledge,

well as skirting, mouldings and plywood. The company also

offering tradesmen and their clients the correct advice to

supplies acoustic matting, adhesives, coatings tools and

achieve the best result possible. We are proud founding

machinery, flooring accessories and custom made orders.

members of ATFA and its push to help improve the Australian

It is one of the few manufacturers left in Australia still

timber flooring industry.”
One of Planet Timbers’ recent challenges was the

producing pattern or mosaic parquetry.
Planet Timbers’ timber flooring is of the highest standard

installation of a renovated floor at the Perth General Post

in both drying and machining. Its trade customer base

Office. One of Perth’s oldest buildings, the GPO is entirely

includes many of the builders in the Western and South

heritage listed, including the parquetry floor.

Australian markets.

Major renovations to the interior started in early 2008 and it

The Perth General Post Office building is one of the
oldest buildings in Perth and represented a challenge
Planet Timbers’ trade centre in South Australia

due to its heritage listing

Pictured here from left to right, the Planet Timbers warehouse team at the Osborne Park
trade centre in Western Australia: Jeff Thompson, Cliff Davis, Richard Hayes,
Corey Finlay, Dave Daff, Jamie Couanis and Sean McMahon
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is only being completed now. The first section of the floor was
finished in late 2008 and the final stage in June of this year.
Planet Timbers was commissioned to remove and
recondition the existing Jarrah block parquetry floor and
relay to the same specifications as the old timber floor,
within heritage guidelines. This process involved lifting the
old parquetry without damaging it, removing the old tar
adhesive stuck to both the floor and the back of each block
and remachining each block. The floor then had to be laid in
the same Herringbone pattern. Loba Lobadur water-based
two pack polyurethane was then applied as a finish.
“This was a job that many put in the ‘too hard basket’, but
the end result was excellent,” says General Manager Sean
McMahon. “Both the client and ourselves are extremely
happy with the job. The challenge was very rewarding and we
are very proud to be involved with such a fine building.”
For further information on Planet Timbers, visit them

Planet Timbers’ showroom in South Australia

online at www.planettimbers.com.au f
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FLOORING ESTIMATING SOFTWARE FROM
LASER MEASURE

Creating Professional
Flooring Layouts and
Estimates in Minutes

Whether you’re a small operation, a retail chain,

Reduce measuring & planning times
Reduce waste and mistakes
Increase estimating accuracy
Increase your output capacity
Standardise planning processes
Communicate effectively

commercial estimating house or a major construction
group, there is a version of FEP software that will suit
your business. Floor Estimate Professional software is
constantly being updated and improved to increase your
accuracy, efficiency and professionalism, reducing mistakes
and waste. FEP is designed to be user-friendly. Those who
have used other software are impressed with the level of

er
b
Tim

Vinyl

Ca

rpe

functionality as well as ease of use. Even if you struggle
with email, the training team at Laser Measure have the
experience to get you up and running in a few hours!
Take the software for a test drive with a thirty day key and
experience what many flooring businesses in Australia,
New Zealand, United Kingdom, South Africa and the

Lam

ina

tes

PVC Plank

Take advantage of our thrity day free trial,
talk to us today, we will show you how
flooring businesses across Australia
and New Zealand are reaping the rewards.

United States experience every day: a way to estimate floor

ts

Tile

Paint

Both tools have been a revelation in both
time management and professionalism.
The combination of FEP Software and Disto Lasers
have given us a serious competitive advantage.
This software gives me more time to spend with
clients on either selection of product or closing the sale.
FEP ticked every box.
FE

coverings that is fast, efficient, accurate and professional.
Call 1800 780 069 or visit www.lasermeasure.com.au for
further details.

Pty Ltd

Free Call: 1800 780 069
www.lasermeasure.com.au
sales@lasermeasure.com.au
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Species feature: Jarrah
Jarrah is one of the most common species of eucalyptus
tree grown in the south western corner of Western Australia

Physical properties of Jarrah

and one of the state’s few commercial species. Its botanical

Botanical name: eucalyptus marginata

name is eucalyptus marginata, which refers to the light

Family: myrtaceae

coloured vein on the edge of the leaf.

Dry density: 820kg/m3
Janka dry hardness: 8.5Kn

A large hardwood, Jarrah reaches a height of 30 to 40
metres, with a stem diameter of up to two metres. It has
a rough, brown to black bark, which splits into fibrous
strips, and fine, narrow leaves. The grain, with an even and
moderately coarse texture, is usually straight, but can be
interlocked and wavy, occasionally producing an attractive
fiddleback pattern.
Jarrah is a deep-rooted species and therefore drought
resistant, as it is able to draw deeply for water during dry
periods. The heartwood is durable (class 2) and dark red in
colour, often with a rich dark mahogany hue. The sapwood
is a paler yellow colour. The sapwood readily accepts
preservative impregnation but penetration of the heartwood
is negligible using currently available commercial processes.
Jarrah can be dried using conventional air and seasoning
methods and machines and turns well. It glues well and will
readily accept paint, stain and polish. Jarrah’s colouring and
exceptional hardness (janka 8.5) are a perfect combination
for commercial and residential flooring. It is also popular in
general construction and is commonly used to make outdoor
furniture, musical instruments and hot tubs. f

Image courtesy of Gunns Timber Products

ATFA MEMBER JARRAH MANUFACTURERS
Company

Boral Timber
Flooring

Gunns Timber
Products

Premium Floors

Remill

Trufloor
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Thickness

Widths

19mm solid T+G

80mm,130mm, 180mm; 60mm also available as a special run

12mm solid T+G

85mm, 105mm

15mm Silkwood engineered

80mm, 133mm and 160mm

14mm and 19mm parquetry

65mm x 260mm

19mm decking

65mm, 85mm and 130mm

19mm T+G

80mm and 125mm

14mm and 19mm parquetry

65mm and 80mm

13mm overlay

85mm

13mm prefinished

83mm

19mm

85mm

14mm engineered

134mm 1 strip, 186mm 2 and 3 strip

19mm/14mm parquetry

260mm x 65mm

19mm

85mm, 105mm, 130mm, 160mm

12mm

85mm, 105mm, 130mm

19mm decking

85mm

19mm, 30mm and 35mm

Quarter Round

19mm

Skirtings- various sizes (60-200mm), various mouldings

10mm - 50mm

85mm - 130mm

Contact

Phone 1800 818 317
www.boraltimberflooring.com.au
email timberspec@boral.com.au

Phone 1800 088 135
email timber@gunns.com.au

Phone 02 9982 3777
www.premiumfloors.com.au

Phone 08 9379 1800
Mobile 0414 592 104
email colin@remill.com.au
www.remill.com
Phone 08 8447 1839

Image: Mount Gambier, SA Residence

Jarrah,

Wide board sizes are available
in Blue Gum, Blackwood, Myrtle,
Messmate and Tas Oak. Visit
www.gunnstimber.com.au to see the full range of flooring
products

For all wholesale sales enquiries P 1800 088 135 F 1800 337 104
Email: timber@gunns.com.au
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Hurford launches Ultra10
Hurford Hardwood has launched Ultra10, a 10mm thick

The Ultra10 profile design has a larger top shoulder that is

solid hardwood flooring product, designed with a unique

offset to reduce the likelihood of peaking. Overlay products

profile and a wear layer that matches most 19mm solid

have been criticised in the past for movement due to the

flooring products.

thinner board. However, Hurford’s research and development

Ultra10 is available in 86mm cover in Blackbutt, Grey

into the product has confirmed that the slimmer board, when

Ironbark, Spotted Gum, Brushbox, Sydney Blue Gum and

fixed correctly, outperforms 19mm solid tongue and groove

Rose Gum - all popular Australian species, currently in good

strip flooring when it comes to the uptake of humidity and

supply and providing a broad range of colour options.
Ultra10 produces almost twice as much product from the
log, offering a cost effective hardwood timber flooring option
with good value per square metre and which uses valuable
resources sparingly.
“Our Ultra10 product makes much better use of
resources,” says Hurford Hardwood’s National Sales and
Marketing Manager, Malcolm Johnston. “This means we can
deliver a more cost effective product without compromising
on performance.
“We expect this product to perform well in a market where
consumers are watching every dollar,” says Malcolm.
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Spotted Gum select grade Ultra10 overlay flooring

physical expansion. Under test conditions, Ultra10 did not
take up as much moisture as the thicker boards. Research
showed that the strength of thicker solid boards overpowered
the adhesion to the subfloor, allowing for more expansion,
cupping and contraction. On the other hand, Ultra10 was
more in balance with the fixing, reducing movement and
minimising the amount of cupping.
Ultra10 can be installed over 15 or 12mm plywood and
should be strip glued using a polyurethane flooring adhesive
every 225 to 250mm, then secret nailed using 25mm power
cleats through the glue.
Ultra10 is packed in random lengths from 400 to 2400mm
in small bundles, each containing around 2.9m2, which are
easy for contractors to unload and move around site.
For those looking for a wide board option, Hurford
Hardwood also has a 14mm solid hardwood flooring solution
in 130mm and 180mm widths that can be secret nailed.
For further information, contact Hurford Hardwood on

Blackbutt select grade Ultra10 overlay flooring

02 6621 9886 or visit www.hardwood.com.au f

Smart & Fast Patented Lock

Lay first row

Lock long edge Press down
and fold.
short edge to
lock into place.

Walnut

Blackbutt

Blue Gum

Rose Gum
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2009 ATFA Convention highlights
The conference element of the 2009 ATFA Convention

consideration as it has an effect on the internal humidity.

was extremely popular. Delegates heard from the industry’s

Other local influences affecting internal humidity should

experts on a range of topics relevant to timber flooring.

also be considered.
• It is important to be aware of the characteristics of the

Dave Hayward, ATFA’s Technical Manager, spoke on the

product being laid and how conditions between sanding

effects of internal environments on board movement. In

and finishing can affect it. If the flooring expands during

brief, he covered the following important points.

gluing, high uplift forces are created.

• Different climates produce different relative humidity

Ric Sinclair, Managing Director of Forest and Wood

which can influence board movement. Brisbane is warm,

Products Australia Ltd, spoke on shaping the climate for

Cairns hot and humid, Melbourne is cool and New Zealand

change. FWPA is the industry’s service organisation. Its role

is cold, wet and humid. Timber floors work in all these

is to be the industry’s leading source of knowledge and to

climates but house and living styles influence installation,

invest in and facilitate innovation and promotion.

performance and expectations.
• Most solid timber floors are manufactured in a moisture

Attitudes and priorities concerning the environment
are changing, with the growing awareness of climate

content range from 9% to 12%. In general they swell little

change driving debate and decision making at every level,

and they shrink little and they are not a problem.

from industrial carbon trading to domestic green energy,

• If internal conditions are more humid due to location, the
floors will swell and can cause problems.
• The external humidity in a location must be taken into

from resource management to changing light globes.
There is public concern about climate change that gives
an opportunity to promote our positive carbon storage
message and legitimise subsequent messages. The FWPA is
confident that the “Wood. Naturally Better” campaign will be
instrumental in changing the way people think about wood.
Phil Holgate of TAMSA International Consulting spoke on
his area of expertise: coatings. His presentation covered
abrasive testing, VOCs and the future of solvents as well as

ECO-FRIENDLY

WONDERFUL FLOOR
RENEWABLE
ACN: 107 906 374

Wonderful Floor specialises in pre-coated
Australian solid hardwood, engineered floating
hardwood and pre-coated bamboo floors.
Our products are environmentally friendly and have
been sourced from sustainably managed forests.

Benefits of using Wonderful Floor
• Pre-coated hardwood has fewer hassles, with
no sanding dust or fumes

what’s happening with nano technology.
Phil looked at the various abrasive testing methods,
covering 21 abrasion machines and seven flooring materials
and found that the various machines did not correlate with
each other and correlation between tests was poor. Therefore
caution is required in using the data from abrasion testers to
predict actual performance behaviour. ATFA is working with
Taber in the US to establish a standardised approach to be
used in Australia.
Phil also looked at the relationship between toxicity and
VOCs, explaining that VOCs contribute negatively to air

• Renewable and sustainable, helping protect
our environment

pollution by participating in chemical reactions that take

• Hardwoods such as Ironbark have a long
lasting German made hard wearing coating

effects. VOCs contribute negatively to indoor air quality

place in the atmosphere, producing a variety of air pollution
through emissions into the daily living environment, both

Wonderful Floor (Factory)
62-66 Vallance Street, St Marys NSW 2760
Phone (02) 9517 4742
Fax (02) 9517 2436
www.wonderfulfloor.com.au

during and after curing.
Higher VOC levels of the same chemicals definitely means
higher toxicity levels. Lower VOC does not necessarily
mean lower toxicity. For example, two pack solvent-borne
has lower VOC than 45MCPU but is more toxic. MSDS are
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Stand of the year
often inadequate in providing readily understandable toxicity
information.
Phil also discussed the advent of nano technology – ultrasmall structures with as few as one molecule. It has been
successfully used on some prefinished timbers for some
years with the correct application of nano technology leading
to substantial wear resistance improvement.
In addition to these industry speakers, Daniel Boone
from the USA presented a number of practical flooring
demonstrations. f

Access Pacific Ltd distributes a wide range of
timber related products and services into the
manufacturing and wholesale markets. APL is
committed to sourcing wood from sustainable forests.
All solid wood sources for APL products are carefully
scrutinised for their sustainability.
“APL is new to ATFA and this was our first time
exhibiting at the convention, so we were really excited
with the level of response to our stand,” says Market
Manager Ben Campbell. “The opportunity to meet
with flooring installers themselves was particularly
valuable and our innovative FSC-certified DuraPine
decking and Lignia prefinished solid wood flooring
seemed to generate the most interest. We are looking
forward to working with ATFA in the future.”

The demonstrations during the exhibition were very popular
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Boral Australian Floor of the Year
The 2009 Boral Timber Australian Floor of the Year Award attracted some world-class entries with those attending the exhibition in Brisbane
casting their vote for which floor should be crowned the best timber floor in each category. These awards are sponsored by Boral Timber Flooring,
encouraging the use of hardwood timber flooring in Australian domestic and commercial architecture. Congratulations to Inside Out Timber
Floors, Northern Lifestyle Sports Floors and Touchwood Natural Flooring for winning their respective categories.

WINNER: Residential Site Installed
Installed by: Inside Out Timber Floors
Manufactured by: Boral Timber Flooring
Product: 133 x 15mm Boral Silkwood 		
130 x 19mm on stairs
Species: Blackbutt
Finish:

Bona Traffic

“It was a gratifying experience to be
recognised by our peers for quality
workmanship. The award itself will be an
invaluable marketing tool for the coming year.”
Chris Lowry, Inside Out

WINNER: Commercial/Industrial
Installed by: Northern Lifestyle Sports Floors
Manufactured by: Boral Timber Flooring
Product: 45 x 19mm Boral strip flooring
Species: Blackbutt
Finish:

Aquamax commercial non slip

“The QLD Performing Arts Centre was a
particularly challenging and rewarding job, so
we are very proud to have been recognised by
ATFA for our work.” Peter Guntner, Northern
Lifestyle Sports Floors

WINNER: Residential Prefinished
Installed by: Touchwood Natural Flooring
Manufactured by: Clever Bamboo
Product: Strand natural tongue and groove
bamboo flooring
Species: Bamboo
“We are delighted to have won Floor of the Year
in 2009, having won Commercial Site Installed
last year. It helps win business, especially when
quality is a priority.”
John Pain, Touchwood Natural Flooring
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• XX

A GREAT

AUSTRALIAN SPECIES

HAS JUST BEEN

ENRICHED
With just the stroke of a brush, New England Oak
can be transformed from the pale pink and yellow
tints of its natural state to a deeper hue with rich
grain highlights. The unique grain structure of this
great Australian species is beautifully highlighted
by staining, resembling imported species such as
American Oak, without the price tag. Consider
staining New England Oak for a striking feature timber
floor, ideal for domestic and commercial interiors.

For further information phone 1800 818 317
or visit www.boraltimberflooring.com.au
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ATFA 2009 Awards for excellence
ATFA Apprentice of the Year

Floor and Decks for all the help and support that they have

Sponsored by Oakdale Industries

provided throughout his apprenticeship with the company.

Adam Mills, Inside Out Timber Floors and Decks

Adam is pictured here with his trophy, presented by ATFA

Adam’s four year timber flooring apprenticeship will
be completed by the end of 2009 so it was a great honour

President, Paul Kiely and Mark Franklin from award sponsor,
Oakdale Industries.

for him to receive this award for his work. During his
apprenticeship, Adam has learned installation methods for
solid timber floors, parquetry, engineered, floating floors,
timber medallions, floor levelling and finishing.
Adam brings to the company a high quality of workmanship
and an extensive knowledge of the flooring industry. His
enthusiasm towards learning not only in the trade but also in
business operations makes him a valuable employee.
According to his employers, Adam’s maturity and work
ethic is outstanding and he requires minimal supervision. He
is honest, reliable and takes that extra step to contribute to
his work and to the company.
Adam would like to thank the team at Inside Out Timber

THE WORLD FAMOUS HUMMEL 8” BELT SANDER
• Used by thousands of professionals
Australia-wide
• Simple ergonomics, easy to use
• Perfect finish
• Low-maintenance, superb value
SUPERHUMMEL 12” BELT SANDER
• Big power and speed for big jobs
• Convenient single phase power
• The grunt for rough sanding and the finesse for
finer finishing
• Low maintenance and the best value-for-money big
machine on the market
TRIO 3 DISC SANDER
• Unique planetary motion, more power and
pressure producing a superior fine finish sooner
• Time saver, easy to use
• Parquetry or strip flooring - the best finishing
machine on the market

Head Office: 28 Parkhurst Drive, Knoxfield VIC 3180
Branch Office: 15A Allied Drive Tullamarine VIC 3043
With distributors in QLD, NSW, WA, SA and TAS
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Freecall 1800 880 888
www.lagler.com.au

ATFA Employee of the Year - Sponsored by J. Notaras + Sons

ATFA Contractor of the Year

Ivan Kirton, Greaves Parquetry

Sponsored by Lagler Australia - John Elasi, Floormania

Ivan has been laying and sanding parquetry floors for

Floormania supplies and installs a wide range of floor

Greaves Parquetry since 2005. He commenced in the

coverings domestically and commercially, including solid

business using floor sanding equipment and progressed to

timber, parquetry, floating timber, bamboo and decking, as

laying parquetry floors, taking quotes, doing business tax,

well as cork, laminate and rugs. They have taken out this

taking complete responsibility for implementing and design

award two years running.

of the website, www.greavesparquetry.com, as well as new
logo, business cards and sign writing for the work trucks.

“We are proud to have won the prestigious award of ATFA
Contractor of the Year 2009 for the second year running,”

Owner Terry Greaves comments that Ivan always sees

says co-owner Joe Elasi. “What makes Floormania a winner

the job through from start to finish and is great at building

is consistency in impeccable customer service. We pride

relationships with customers.

ourselves with the credibility of being aligned with ATFA.

“Ivan contributes with a sense of humour, a desire to be

“We love the creative side of flooring. Every day we have a

the best and shows passion and enthusiasm in what he does.

chance to make something out of nothing. There is nothing

He approaches each job with a determination to make it the

more rewarding than transforming somebody’s home with

best he has ever done,” says Terry.

the perfect floor covering. We love expressing our ideas and

“Ivan is really amazing at sanding and laying floors. He will

working with our clients to create a result that they are happy

be a huge asset to the flooring industry in the coming years.

with. This is important in order to preserve the high quality

Ivan is very ambitious and highly intelligent and I believe, in

customer service experience that is a key component of

time, he will become the ‘top dog’ in timber flooring.”

Floormania’s ethos.”

Why is Australian-made Timbermate winning
so many awards in America?
Timbermate Woodfiller...

• Never shrinks, sinks, cracks or falls out
• Is 4 products in 1 - Wood Putty,
Grain Filler, Crack Filler & Edge Filler

• No latex. No acrylic. No solvent.
• No waste - use to the last drop
• Takes any stain evenly
Timbermate So good you’ll never
know it’s there

Simple

Others...

• Shrink, sink, crack or fall out
• Have limited uses and short shelf life
• Contain latex, acrylic or solvent
• Dry out in the tub - very costly
• Won’t mix with all tints or stains
• Don’t take stains evenly

www.timbermate.com.au
Toll Free: 1 800 354 811 (Except Mobiles)
Melbourne: (03) 9873 4811 Sydney: (02) 9983 9906
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Staining for a
species makeover
Timber flooring professionals may have noticed a recently
emerging trend towards imported species such as American
Oak. Architects and consumers favour the beautiful grain
features of this species. However, timber flooring resellers
need to consider Australian species that can be offered as
an alternative to more expensive, imported timbers.
One such species is New England Oak, a hardwood timber
species from northern New South Wales, supplied by Boral
Timber Flooring. When stained with a deeper colour, the
grain structure of New England Oak is emphasised, much
like the look of American Oak but at about half the price.
Extensive renovations to the Edwardian home, pictured
here, included a New England Oak floor, originally specified
as American Oak. When the global financial crisis began to
influence consumer confidence, a cost effective alternative
for the flooring specification needed to be found.
Australian-grown New England Oak 85 x 19mm Boral
solid strip flooring was recommended by Tony Pepper at Tait
Flooring in Melbourne.
Due to the value of the Australian dollar at the time,
together with a more cost-effective species choice, the new
flooring specification saved the developer almost half the
cost of the hardwood timber flooring for this job.
Specifying a local species also reduced the carbon footprint
of the job with New England Oak having to travel only from
New South Wales as opposed to American Oak, which would
have to be freighted from the USA.
The floor was first stained with Bona DriFast stain in
Jacobean and then finished with Bona Traffic, a product that
is applied straight from the can. The stain was ragged on and
then off the timber, soaking into the grain and replicating the
look of American Oak.

Due to the value of the Australian
dollar at the time, together with a
more cost effective species choice,
the new flooring specification
saved the developer almost half
the cost of the hardwood timber
flooring for this job.

Bona Traffic is a 100% polyurethane two-component
waterborne top coat for the treatment of timber floors
subjected to very heavy wear. It can also be used to recoat
most prefinished and previously finished floors.
The product is designed for use in commercial and high
traffic areas where maximum wear resistance is required. It
should be used in conjunction with Bona Prime Intense or
Classic. Traffic is available in very flat Matt (IP) or Satin sheen
to highlight the natural colour and grain of the timber. f
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Walk safe with Bona
Bona Traffic Anti Slip
When you are coating a floor, are you sure the finish meets the
required slip resistance standard?
With the increased focus on slip resistance levels in public areas
AS/NZ Standard 4586 requires finishes to be R10 rated when
used on staircases, ramps and in food courts, cafes, foyers or
any area where spillage might occur.
Bona Traffic is the world’s biggest selling waterborne
2-pack used on more than 100 million m² of commercial
and high traffic domestic floors. Traffic Anti Slip combines
the proven performance of Bona Traffic together with anti
slip properties to meet the R10 standard for slip resistance.
More information at
www.bona.net.au
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Rudd’s “Education Revolution”
creates a boom in sports floors
It’s been a roller coaster year for the timber flooring

Species recommendations

industry, first with the Global Economic Crisis threatening

The colour of the timber specified for a sports floor should

to seriously impact the building sector, followed by the roll

be an important consideration so that painted sports lines,

out of the Rudd Government’s economic stimulus package

for games such as basketball, can easily be seen. For this

valued at $42billion. Over $16billion of that budget has been

reason, lighter coloured timbers such as Blackbutt and

earmarked for the Building the Education Revolution (BER),

Tasmanian Oak are often preferred ahead of darker species.

specifically for new infrastructure and refurbishments to

However, species such as Spotted Gum are still used for

eligible Australian schools. This means that timber flooring

some multi-purpose floors, partly because of its very high

businesses supplying, installing and finishing sports floors

janka (hardness) rating.

stand to win a significant amount of business in the future.
While there may be set specifications for the floors going

However, where soft shoe footwear is the norm, softer
species can also perform well.

into schools, in many projects there will be a number of

“Gunns is the largest producer of Tasmanian Oak in

elements to consider when specifying and then installing a

Australia,” says General Manager Sales and Marketing,

sports floor. These include species recommendations, board

Christine Briggs. “With the BER driving demand on a national

profile, installation methods, the appropriate finish to use

level, Gunns has the ability to supply large volumes to the

and an ongoing maintenance plan for the floor.

standards that are required for sports floors.”

Embelton Flooring manufactures
and distributes a complete range
of products and equipment for
the flooring industry

Embelton Flooring
ACN 004 251 861
Victoria - Head Office
147-149 Bakers Rd, Coburg 3058
Tel 03 9353 4811
Victoria
1/72 Fenton St, Huntingdale 3166
Tel 03 9545 6499
New South Wales
3/100-108 Asquith St, Silverwater 2128
Tel 02 9748 3188

•

Parquetry

Queensland
44 Millway St, Kedron 4031
Tel 07 3359 7100

•

Cork

•

Floating Floors

•

Solid Strip Timber Flooring

•

Sound Insulation Matting

•

Adhesives for Timber Installations

•

Sanding Products

•

Polyurethanes / Coatings

•

Tools and Machinery

•

Bamboo

•

Laminate Flooring

Western Australia
37 Sundercombe St, Osborne Park 6017
Tel 08 9204 1300
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Pictured: Melbourne Recital Centre

UnderPly
Most government tenders require that chain of custody
certified timber be specified so make sure that the
species chosen can be supplied in certified product. Many
suppliers producing flooring products from Australiangrown native species have CoC certification with the
Australian Forestry Standard (AFS). For a complete list of
certified timber suppliers visit www.forestrystandard.org
Board profile
Sports floors are unique in that they are usually very
large expanses of floor with the average sports floor
being about 700m2. Natural timber movement across a
large area is why sports flooring is manufactured with
a narrow cover width, to minimise the impact of this
movement. Boards are often machined to around 60mm
with widths up to about 85mm also commonly used. Board
thicknesses greater than 19mm may be used at times for
maximum stability and service life for a commercial floor
of this kind.
Installation methods
A sports floor has very specific performance criteria

• Provides a stable substrate that will not
delaminate, buckle or bow a hardwood tongue
and groove strip floor
• Manufactured in a T+G profile for use over
bearers and joists or square edged for use over
concrete

force reduction, rebound resilience and slip resistance are

• Manufactured to F14 stress grade so it is less
likely to develop substrate interaction noise when
walked on, compared to lower grade products

only some criteria important to the overall performance

• Marine bond is heat, cold and water proof

and, especially at elite levels of sport, aspects such as

evaluation of the floor.
Sports floors are often secretly fixed to two layers of
plywood sheeting that are supported on pads to cushion
the floor. In many instances no adhesive is used or
necessary. The plywood sheets are layed at 90° to the

• UnderPly is rated at E0 for formaldehyde
emissions (the lowest rating possible)
and will not release formaldehyde
under normal service conditions
• 40 year warranty on lamination
• Economical to use

AFS/01-31-21

timber flooring.
Image courtesy of Bostik

For more information phone
free call 1800 773 596
email plywood@boral.com.au
visit www.boralplywood.com.au

Plywood
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Tasmanian Oak
Image courtesy of Gunns Timber Products

Alternatively, like most other timber flooring projects,
sports floors may be nailed down to joists over bearers or on

least the project manager of the school’s BER development

battens over concrete and at times these too include pads to

plans. A maintenance plan should be developed with regard

cushion the floor.

to both the regular weekly maintenance of the floor as well

Most halls and sports venues have very large floor areas

as recoating over time which will mean repeat business for

and should be installed with a generous expansion gap at the

flooring contractors.

perimeter of at least 20mm, as well as 2mm expansion gaps

Staying in control of the job

every 800mm or so across the floor.
Timber flooring finishes for sports floor applications
Contractors should consider carefully the floor finish on

Many Australian schools have had quite a windfall - some
with fewer than 500 students have been allocated $3million
or more to spend within a given time frame, so it’s no

sports floor projects. Most schools will allow gym floors to be

understatement to say that 2010 will be a school spending

coated only during school holidays, which means that there

spree with building works to be finished in minimum time.

is a limited amount of time for contractors to finish the job.

This means that timber flooring contractors will need to

It is also likely that schools will have specific requirements

maintain control of the job, even more than usual. A flurry of

regarding the coating type to be used. Finish systems that do

activity will mean more trades will be onsite than usual and

not inhibit the natural seasonal movement that occurs in the

your customer, probably a school administrator, may not be

floor are ideal.

accustomed to managing trades in the right order for the

It is also important to consider the finish’s VOC content.

best result.

“Every quote we submit for commercial installation has

“Staying in control of a job is critical,” says Peter. “This

to comply with VOC restrictions,” says Peter Guntner of

means that I am on site for the duration of the job. I make

Northern Lifestyle Sports Floors in Queensland.

sure that I know every part of the floor system and that we

Waterbased finishes such as Toby Aquamax Commercial
or Bostik UltraSport (available in water based or modified oil)
which move with the boards, are typical examples of finishes

use skilled employees that I have trained myself rather than
subcontractors.
“The installation of a sports timber floor requires strict

used on sports floors.

quality control with every step of the process independently

Maintenance program

inspected and signed off before we move onto the next step in

Any timber floor is required to be routinely maintained
for long service life. It is prudent to discuss this with the
20

property manager of the school or sporting venue or at

the job,” says Peter. “And most importantly, we only use top
quality products. f
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Technical feature:
the difficulties of very dry times
a profound effect on board movement. With normal dry

In most states there is often a time of the year that is drier
than dry and when these very dry conditions occur there

conditions Brisbane experiences EMCs of 8 to 10%.

are a number of factors that need to be considered with the

At this time we had floor sanders calling to say that tight

laying and finishing of timber floors. Here, David Hayward,

floors they sanded in the morning had substantially gapped

ATFA Technical Manager, discusses some of the difficulties

by late afternoon, while others phoned with concerns over

with installing and finishing floors in those very dry times.

edge bonding and white lining at board joints. In one instance

So what is the difference between dry and very dry? Well,

a floor that had just been sanded and coated, cupped

Queensland recently went through a very dry period where

overnight to the point where the contractor considered that

things were happening with timber floors that we hadn’t

there was water ingress beneath the floor. Incidentally this

experienced for a number of years. In fact complacency

cupped floor recovered to be almost flat within a week.

appeared to catch many by surprise as they experienced

During this period not all floors react in the same way and

problems again that they had almost forgotten about. The

it can be difficult to determine why some are more affected

difficulty is that when these periods come along we may not

than others. What is apparent is that with time and a change

immediately recognise them, we do not know how long they

to more humid conditions, the recovery can be as dramatic as

are going to last and in the case of Queensland, they are all

the event. Even with the above experience, some found that

over by the time we’ve begun to react to them, so we quickly

during this period it was essential not to leave a sanded floor

move on. However, be assured that if not next year then in

uncoated overnight due to possible cupping.

three or perhaps five years’ time, these conditions will return.

It is also necessary to consider the
action of moisture curing polyurethane
adhesives, particularly in states
such as South Australia where very
dry conditions can occur over longer
periods of time.

So what happened and how quickly can a floor react?
It all started with the dust storms over New South Wales
and Queensland as the dry winds from Australia’s interior
reached the coast. Yes, some days were accompanied by
dust and other days not, but still with a similar effect. The
relative humidity is a measure of how dry the air is. During
these times there are periods of say four to seven days when
the relative humidity in the morning is below 35% and at
3pm it may be below 15%. In terms of what the timber sees,

There are instances where curing of the adhesive can be

this represents equilibrium moisture contents (EMCs), or a

very slow if the flooring is at a low moisture content, perhaps

moisture content that the flooring will try to attain of between

prefinished with a coating to the lower board surface and over

4 and 7%. See table below.

a slab with a moisture vapour barrier applied.
Simply there can be insufficient moisture available for

Naturally the moisture in any exposed upper layers of
flooring will release very quickly to the air and this can have

Moisture contents
that timber flooring
approaches at various
relative humidities and
temperatures.
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Temperature

some adhesives to achieve a good bond in the expected time

Moisture content at various relative humidities (%)
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Don’t Take
Risks!

frame. Due to this, the bonding in some instances has been compromised
and can lead to buckling of the floor when humidity returns and the floor
swells.
Dry conditions are often associated with higher temperatures and this can
have a marked effect on the coating and its application.
Boards may have shrunk a little after laying and prior to sanding, causing
gaps at board edges. Under these conditions, not only does the possibility of

Avoid Expensive
Problems!

TEST FIRST!

quickly and easily with
a TRAMEX Moisture Meter.

edge bonding need greater consideration, but there are also aspects of the
coating drying too fast that need to be kept in mind.
It is under these conditions that problems with bubbles, roller and brush
marks and gloss variation can become more prevalent. Coating during a
time of the day when the floor is cooler and use of wet edge extenders can
alleviate some of these problems.

Although it would be nice in some respects if
environmental conditions were constant all
year, the fact of the matter is that conditions
affecting timber floor installation and finishing
change seasonally. There are also periods of
perhaps a few years where conditions may be
constant, which we become accustomed to, only
to experience something a little more extreme
the following year.

Check timber, concrete, any material
instantly. No probing, no drilling absolutely no surface damage
and no waiting for results.

The meters pay for
themselves within days.
Contact us now for details of
our range of reliable moisture meters
and hygrometers for relative
humidity testing.
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During extreme periods, listen to the weather reports and take a mental
note of the temperature and humidity, as this can affect the floors that we
lay and coat. ATFA has produced two information sheets covering some of
these aspects which may assist, particularly when explaining some of these
things to clients. f

This images illustrates the tenting of boards on an adhesive fixed overlay floor when
greater humidity returned.

Moisture testing Equipment
for the Flooring and
Restoration industries.
For more information and
specification sheets contact

Tel: 02 9418 1002
Fax: 02 9498 8576
Email: sales@cornell.com.au
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Tips from the trade
TIPS FOR SPORTS FLOORS: NO SHORT CUTS!
As a supplier and installer of sports floors over the last 20
years, here in Australia and overseas, my advice for anybody
new in this field is to be sure to investigate the job thoroughly.
The average size sports floor, which is about 700m2, will
require a large amount of materials with over 60% of the
total cost of the job being the timber strip flooring alone. This
means that any problems in the installation or the finishing
of the floor will cost in excess of tens of thousands of dollars
floor are the same as for any floor installation, just on a larger

ATFA WEBSITE

scale. Stick to the standards, do all your moisture testing, only

Stay tuned for the new and improved ATFA website,

use products of the highest quality and be in control of the job

due to go live by the end of December. With improved

at all times. Most importantly, don’t take shortcuts!

functionality, the new site will drive further business

Peter Guntner, Northern Lifestyle Sports Floors, Queensland

to ATFA members while also providing valuable timber

to rectify. The basic principles of the installation of a sports

Thanks Peter, we’ll be sending you a pair of Crocs for your

flooring information for consumers.

contribution! - Ed

WRITE IN TO TIMBER FLOORS
MAGAZINE AND WIN!
We’d like our readers to provide the content for this page with tips from the
trade, learned from the front lines of the timber flooring industry! Write us
a letter and if we publish it, you will receive an Attix 30 dust extractor from
Nilfisk-Alto valued at $1230! Send your contributions to the Timber Floors
editorial team by emailing editor@atfa.com.au or faxing 02 9440 9066.

ATTIX 30

VALUED AT $1230

• Easy handling and maintenance
• Compact, ergonomic and powerful
• 30L containter volume
• Auto on/off for electrical power tool
• Big and practical tool deposit
• Multifit accessory system for the
ultimate in task flexibility
• Featuring Xtreme Clean:

A fully automatic filter cleaning system that takes
care of filter cleaning without interrupting your work.
Just start the vacuum and the filter is automatically
cleaned every 30 seconds. You concentrate on your task
and Xtreme clean will take care of the rest!
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ATFA

Floor Inspectors Accreditation Course, Melbourne
16-18 February 2010

Fundamental School, Melbourne
3-5 March 2010

Intermediate School, Melbourne
17-18 May 2010

Advanced School, Melbourne
19-21 May 2010

ir talk with Emma Watt
The Fair Work Act 2009

(short and long), webinars (highly

websites
www.woodfloors.org
ATFA’s affiliate in the USA

commenced on 1 July this year,

recommended) and a series

is the National Wood Flooring

bringing with it new rules about

of frequently asked questions

Association. The NWFA website is

unfair dismissal (particularly for

about the new system. All this

chock-full of useful information for

small businesses), agreement

information is freely available at

flooring contractors.

making and right of entry.

www.fairworkforsmallbusiness.

From 1 January 2010 there will

com.au.

be a new Modern Award covering

I highly recommend that timber

all national system employers

contractors sign up for a webinar

in Australia and ten National

or just browse the information

Employment Standards that are

which is well presented and easy to

considered the statutory minimum

understand.

for employees.
It is vital that you make yourself

If you haven’t attended a webinar
before, all you need is a computer,

aware of the changes and assess

an internet connection and a

the impact that they will have on

telephone. Then you sign up for a

www.goodwoodguide.org.au

your business.

time that suits you and when the

Read case studies from

In order to help small

time for the webinar comes around,

architects, designers, suppliers,

businesses in this area, the

log onto the website, ring the 1800

renovators and experts as they

federal government has funded a

freecall number, and ‘attend’

share their experiences of sourcing

website designed to provide this

the webinar. You can also ask

sort of information. Here you can

questions by typing them into the

find written information, videos

website interface.

and using Good Wood.

Emma Watt specialises in advising small to medium sized businesses in
the timber and furnishing industries. She offers ATFA members two free
telephone calls per annum for help on IR/HR issues.
Phone 03 8822 3712 Mobile 0411 708 073
Email emma@emmawatt.com.au
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Product snap shots
CHRISTMAS GIFT IDEA FOR TIMBER LOVERS!
For those looking for interesting gift ideas with a timber

FREE GERNI WITH EVERY FLOORCRAFTER
Designed with hands-on consultation from ten of the

theme this Christmas, Finska is a unique log throwing

best floorsanding contractors that the USA has to offer,

game from the forests of Finland. A game involving

Clarke American Sanders believes that the Floorcrafter is

strategy and skill, Finska, also known as Molkky, can be

the most balanced and most aggressive belt machine on

enjoyed by young and old at company events, barbeques

the market. Some of its features include increased drum

or in your own backyard. For some casual fun in the park

pressure for more aggressive cutting, a more rigid frame

or a fiercely contested tournament involving the ultra

for reduced vibration and imperfections, a unique dolly

competitive, Finska is the perfect Christmas gift. For more
information visit www.finska.com.au.

transport system and a powerful totally enclosed motor,
making it more durable. Until 31
December Clarke American
Sanders is offering a free
Gerni Super 130.2 valued at
$439 with the purchase of
every Floorcrafter. This offer is
available at participating
outlets. For more
information phone
Clarke American
Sanders on
1300 556 710.

BOSTIK ULTRASPORT
Bostik’s UltraSport range has been specifically

26

WHITTLE WAXES HARDWAX 71
Made in Germany exclusively for Whittle Waxes, the new

formulated to perform under the rigors of an active sports

Hardwax 71 has unique properties in that it can be rolled

floor environment. It has been developed using the latest

on and left to dry overnight or buffed on with a slow speed

in technology to ensure it is easy to apply, either with a

polisher. The first coat is rolled on thin, allowed to dry

fixed head draw bar or a standard roller. Both the water

overnight and cut back with a maroon pad. The floor should

base and oil modified products have improved durability

be vacuumed before the final coat is spray buffed using

and are easily refurbished. The steel can packaging

a slow speed polisher and white pad. The application of

provides improved handling and maximises storage. For

a maintenance coat in the future is possible at any stage,

further details visit www.bostik.com.au and click on the

meaning that potentially, the floor has an infinite life span.

trade link for timber flooring adhesives and coatings.

For further details visit www.whittlewaxes.com.au

new

product

Hardwood overlay flooring, precision milled to 10mm
• The unique profile design of Ultra10 overlay flooring offers a 5.5mm wear layer for
excellent performance
• Available in 86mm cover width
• Available in the following popular native Australian hardwood timber species:
Blackbutt, Grey Ironbark, Spotted Gum, Brushbox, Sydney Blue Gum and Rose Gum
• A 10mm board offers a cost-effective hardwood timber flooring option with good
value for money per square metre and using forest resources sparingly
• Packaged in random lengths from 400 to 2400mm in small bundles of around 3m2
for easy site management
Phone Hurford Hardwood on 02 6621 9886 or visit www.hardwood.com.au for details

Project feature: floor of the year
takes Blackbutt to a new level
The winner of the ATFA Floor of
the Year, Residential Site Installed
category was a Blackbutt floor
installed as part of an extensive
renovation of a Queensland home.
New floors were installed in several
areas of the home, including the
downstairs media room, lounge, dining,
office and upstairs foyer, as well as the
spectacular curved staircase.
Boral Silkwood in Blackbutt in was
specified for the job and was installed
by direct stick.
Downstairs, the floor was installed
over concrete and upstairs over
particleboard sheeting. A waterproof
membrane was laid over the concrete
and the boards were directly glued to
the membrane using Sika T55J.
Boral 19mm solid strip flooring,
also in Blackbutt and in 130mm wide
boards was used for the stairs, sanded
and polished to match the Silkwood
engineered flooring elsewhere in the
home. The stairs were then finished
with Bona Traffic.
Downstairs where the curve of the

Flooring manufacturer: Boral Timber Flooring
Product: 130 x 19mm on stairs; 133 x 15mm silkwood direct stick

floor met tiles, the join was soft sealed

Species: Blackbutt

with Bostik Seal N Flex, which allows

Finish: Bona Traffic

the floor to expand and contract as
required in the humid conditions often
found in Queensland.
“The greatest challenge was laying
the timber stairs,” says Chris Lowry
from Inside Out Timber Floors. “Each
step was curved so had to be carefully
templated and individually cut off
site, brought to site and fitted for an
accurate finish.“
The results speak for themselves: an
award-winning project and spectacular
hardwood timber floor. f
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Installer: Inside Out Timber Floors
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